Nanocelluloses with native crystalline internal structures have attracted considerable interest due to their plant-based origin, high mechanical properties, modifiability, and chiral liquid crystallinity, which suggest novel functional sustainable materials. [1−27] In particular, cellulose nanocrystals (CNCs) are colloidal rods, having a typical lateral dimension of 5−10 nm and length of 50−300 nm. Above a critical aqueous concentration, they exhibit lefthanded chiral nematic (cholesteric) liquid crystallinity (LC) and optical iridescence, [4] [5] [6] which is preserved in dried films [4, 28] . It allows templating for photonic materials using inorganics, nanoparticles, polymers, and pyrolyzed carbonized matter. [10, 12, 16, 25, 26] On the other hand, the CNCs have been suggested to possess a right-handed twist along their nanorod axis to explain the left-handed twist in their chiral LC. [6] Recently, the right-handed twist of individual CNCs and nanocelluloses of three different origins was observed by cryo-electron tomography (cryo-ET), and electron and atomic force microscopy [27, 29] supported by molecular dynamics simulations [30−32] .
Exploiting the twisting shape along the individual CNC nanorods could allow new optical functions in the nano/colloidal scale in dilute aqueous dispersions, i.e. not limited to the chiral LC based on the inter-rod assembly involving a larger length scale. Surprisingly, such optical findings have not been reported so far.
Surface plasmons, i.e. collective oscillations of the conduction electrons on metal surfaces, allow physics and applications ranging from photonic devices, sensing, and solar cells to pharmacology. [33−37] In nanoparticles (NPs) the oscillations become coupled to allow a chiral plasmonic response, provided that they are sufficiently closely positioned and assembled in a chiral manner. This manifests in circular dichroism (CD) spectroscopy, which describes the difference in absorption between left-and right-handed circularly polarized light. The chiral coupling of surface plasmons induces a bisignated CD signal with a zerocrossing at the characteristic localized surface plasmon resonance wavelength of the isolated NPs. Such a Cotton effect is either dip−peak or peak−dip, depending on the handedness of chirality. [38−42] In chiral biological molecules, such as DNA, proteins and polypeptides, the CD signal is at ultraviolet wavelengths, whereas the CD signal of helical metal nanoparticle assemblies is at the visible wavelengths. This extends the applications to e.g. in biosensing. [37] Chiral nanoparticle assemblies have been shown using helical polymers, supramolecular fibers, and DNA-based constructs as templates. [40−42] In particular, a chiral plasmonic signal is obtained using DNA-origami to organize the nanoparticles in well-defined helices with tunable pitch, separation, and handedness. [40, 41] Even if the above approaches are promising allowing in-depth tunable chiral plasmonic response, introducing rapid, scalable, and economic ways for producing chiral plasmonic nano-objects is still a challenge.
Here, we explore a hypothesis whether electrostatically templating cationic gold nanoparticles (AuNPs) on the surfaces of individualized anionic CNC colloidal rods with chiral twisting along their axis allows a chiral plasmonic response in the nanoscale, i.e., without the left-handed cholesteric LC phase. The question can be put also to broader [ 43] We demonstrate that in dilute dispersions, AuNPs can be electrostatically bound on
CNCs exhibiting a pronounced chiral right-handed plasmonic response, opposite to that of left-handed plasmonics of their LC assemblies, due to formation of nanoscale fibrillar CNC/AuNP superstructures. Therein, tuning of nanoparticle concentrations, sizes and charge screening is central. The CD signal is reproduced using numerical simulations utilizing the AuNP coordinates from cryo-ET.
CNCs were prepared from cotton filter paper (Whatman 1) using sulfuric acid hydrolysis [44, 45] , leading to anionic sulfate ester groups on their surface (Scheme 1). The surface charge was 0.36 eq/kg by conductometric titration as corresponding to a charge density of 0.6 e/nm 2 . Cryogenic transmission electron microscopy (cryo-TEM) shows the typical rod-like appearance of the visually clear aq. dispersed CNCs (concentration 5 mg/mL), Figure 1a . The lateral dimension is ca. 7 nm and the lengths range from 50 to 300 nm. [27, 46] Importantly, the cellulose native crystal internal packing frustration within the CNCs (Scheme 1a) remains after sulfuric acid hydrolysis, which manifests in the chiral right-handed twisting along the CNC rods. [27, 29, 47] Spherical cationized AuNPs with 11.7 ± 1. Table S1 , Supporting Information), as synthesized by the citrate reduction method and subsequently cationized by a two-step phase transfer method. [48] The 2.6 nm AuNPs incorporate 23-mercapto-N,N,N-trimethyl-3,6,9,12-tetraoxatricosan-1-aminium bromide ligands. [49] It allows a hydrodynamic size matching to the lateral dimensions of CNCs to ensure similar binding arrangement on CNCs as with AuNPs having larger cores. The core size distributions, the hydrodynamic diameters, and zeta potentials are given in Figure S1 and Table S1 (Supporting Information).
Templating was pursued based on the electrostatic interactions between cationic
AuNPs and anionic CNCs. To suppress premature precipitation and uncontrolled aggregation, a dilute aqueous dispersion of CNC was added slowly to the AuNP aqueous dispersion, the mixture was vortex stirred between each addition (Scheme 1b), and unbound AuNPs were The CNC/AuNP fibrillar superstructures render a CD signal dip-peak magnitude of 1.7 mdeg for our nominal initial aqueous CNC concentration of approximately 2.5 nM (ρCNC = 0.01 mg/mL) (Figure 3b ). In comparison, DNA-origami-based right-handed assembly composed of 10 nm AuNPs exhibits a dip-peak value of 1.2 mdeg using 1.5 nM concentration of nanohelixes. [41] Therefore, the present signal is relatively large, taken our simple approach where the NP binding on the template is controlled only statistically, i.e. not engineering specific NP binding sites on the template.
To shed light to the fibrillar superstructure assembly, the interactions, AuNP sizes and AuNP/CNC mutual amounts were explored. The right-handed CD signal diminishes to zero upon addition of NaCl due to electrostatic screening, and ultimately a complete phase separation between CNC and AuNP (8. Figure S5 ).
Doubling the AuNP (8.5 nm) concentration leads to less-dense packing of AuNPs, reduced fibrillar aggregation, and poor CD signal. We suggest that this arises due to loosely connected cloud of AuNPs around mostly individualized CNCs, which will be removed at the final washing stage ( Figure S5 ). On the other hand, using a half amount of AuNP (8.5 nm), CDsignal could not even be measured due to AuNP-mediated aggregation. Therefore, there exists an optimum amount of AuNP vs. CNC.
The formation of electrostatically bound fibrillar CNC/AuNP structures is actually not unexpected. The complex interplay of electrostatic forces between colloids [43] can allow 3D colloidal crystal, if the components are well-defined, such as cationic AuNPs with negative viruses. [48, 49] Here, the formation of well-ordered 3D structures is suppressed due to the polydispersity of CNCs, thus breaking the symmetry, suggesting fibrillar CNC/AuNPstructures, as the lateral dimension of CNC is more controlled than the length.
The AuNP positions on the CNC seem quite disordered, still rendering a plasmonic CD signal. Electron tomograms [50] allow analyzing the particle-to-particle separation and the chiral component of their packing. We reconstructed the 3D positions of AuNPs (8. (Figure 3d ). Therefore, it is feasible to expect their plasmonic coupling.
Next, we simulated ( Figure S6 , Supporting Information) the corresponding CD response for each structure using a coupled-dipole approach. [38, 39, 41] The simulations ( Figure   3c ) capture the essential experimental observations (Figure 3b) . Thus, the main contribution to the experimentally observed CD signal undeniably originates from the arrangement of the AuNPs having a slight helical asymmetry in their assembly along the CNCs. That a chiral CD signal can be observed even if the mutual distances between AuNPs are not strictly defined is also suggested by a theoretical study. [38] In summary, a simple route for chiral plasmonics is shown by binding cationic 8. Table S1 . Summary for AuNP properties. Core sizes (Dcore), hydrodynamic diameters (Dh) and zeta potentials (ζ) of the AuNPs used in the study.
